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Abstract
This study analyzes the performance measurement and evaluation literature in (non-profit) arts management by conducting a meta-synthesis, which is both a process and a product of explorative scientific enquiry. Meta-syntheses go beyond the well-known procedure of literature reviews, often used to summarize the current state of knowledge in a particular field, in that they produce formal integrations that offer novel understandings of the reviewed literature. This article presents, in the results section, the consolidated understandings under four thought-provoking titles: First, ‘Third time’s a charm?’ describes the development phases identified in the body of performance measurement and evaluation literature. Second, ‘A paradigm on the move?’ refers to the dominance of the positivist research tradition and signals the quest for alternative approaches. Third, ‘Pride and Prejudice’ illustrates that the international literature tends to emphasize the benefits and learnings of performance measurement and evaluation practices (pride) while a rather prejudicial attitude is observed among the German-written literature. Fourth, ‘Good Cop, Bad Cop’ takes the debate to a higher level by thematizing the interplay between arts management research and cultural policy. The conclusion discusses the four titles through the lens of system theoretical discourse.
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1. Introduction

The nonprofit sector is increasingly permeated by expectations of measurement (PATON 2003) and today nonprofits are held accountable for what they deliver (EBRAHIM 2010). Demands for accountability may be broken down into four broad, far from comprehensive, categories: accountability for finances, governance, performance, and mission (BEHN 2001). These demands have arisen mostly from external stakeholders such as donors, public funders, business sponsors, and the general public (CAIRS et al. 2004). However, nonprofits themselves have also taken a proactive step, anticipating future demands, as they struggle to im-
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prove services, compete for resources and preserve credibility and legitimacy (WILLLIAM/BODWIN 2007). Nonprofit theory and practice have responded to this ‘performance measurement imperative’ with different approaches (GSTRAUNTHALER/PIBER 2012). Yet, as the lack of a profit orientation leaves nonprofits without a common goal, an overarching performance measurement or evaluation system is missing (Ibid) and the puzzle of how to measure and evaluate performance remains a recurrent issue in nonprofit literature and practice (CAIRS et al 2004).

1.1 The emergence of evidence-based cultural policy

Every development no doubt happens embedded in a specific historical context. This holds true for the emergence of the issues of performance measurement and evaluation in the arts and cultural sector. With the advent of Thatcherism and Neoliberalism in the late 1970s, a strong political commitment to markets and competitive individualism (HUTTON 1995) led to a re-examination of public sector programs, including the arts and cultural sector in the UK (GILHESPY 1999). Furthermore, in the United States (US) the emphasis on performance measurement and evaluation was motivated by a significant decrease in public funding for the arts and culture in the mid-1990s (BROOKS 2000). Today, research into the value and impact of the arts constitutes a core function of the National Endowment for the Arts (2014), the federal arts funding agency in the US. Likewise, the current research activities of the Arts Council England (2014), the National Development Agency, focuses on monitoring the performance and impact of art and cultural activities as well as providing evidence for policy-making. In German-speaking countries, in which the arts sector – in contrast to the US – is characterized by high levels of direct government support, cultural policy is also increasingly evidence-based. In Switzerland, for example, the New Culture Promotion Act (2011) stipulates that the effectiveness of cultural policies must be revised regularly.

In the United States only about 13 % of direct arts support comes from public funding and only 9 % from the federal government. The rest comes from earned revenue and private sources of funding. That is, the large proportion of arts funding is ‘indirect’ in terms of tax deductibility of gifts for NPOs. For every dollar of direct support, the USA provides about 14 dollars of indirect support (THE NATIONAL ENDOWMENT FOR THE ARTS 2014). Hence, ACOs in the US play a more important role on individual contributions and fundraising (WEINSTEIN/BUKOVINSKY 2009: 45).
Against this background, arts and cultural organizations (ACOs) are faced with a stronger political logic demanding them to focus on tangible results and to prove how they add value to their communities (GSTRAUNTHALER/PIBER 2012). These demands are less directed at the positive externalities of the arts than they are at the associated opportunity costs of public money; that is, whether the benefit is greater than the benefit that could be gained from alternative spending scenarios (COWEN 2008). The latter has been encouraged by the discourse in many Anglo-Saxon countries about the apparent power of the arts to counter social exclusion or enhance community life (JOWELL 2004). While some lament this “instrumentalization of the arts” (BELFIORE/BENNETT 2010: 122), others have commented on the idea of policy attachment, whereby the arts, as a less influential policy area, have attached themselves to economic and social agendas to get a stronger political support (GRAY 2002). Moreover, among private funding bodies, evaluations are also increasingly regarded as a valuable tool to assess the achievement of objectives (SCHOBER et al 2012). While this instrumental rationality is widespread in the performance measurement and evaluation discourse in the arts and cultural sector of much of the West, it is by no means uncontested. Some researchers argue that resources would be better spent trying to understand the arts themselves (HADIDA 2015).

1.2 Terminology delimitation

A short literature review of the body of knowledge in arts management indicates that the terms ‘performance measurement’, ‘performance evaluation’ and ‘evaluation’ are being used in a rather undifferentiated manner. Allègre Hadida (2015), who conducted a critical literature review about performance in the creative industries, argues that the performance definitions and measurement approaches of practitioners, experts and academic researchers might differ, but assumes that these differences are marginal. One might agree with Hadida, particularly given that performance measurement and evaluation are related and often

2 In his effort to define arts and cultural organizations (ACOs), KAPLE (quote in WEINSTEIN/BUKOVINSKY 2009) concludes that there is no universally accepted definition, among other things since many organizations operate informally and under an umbrella institution. The present study draws, however, on a rather narrower definition of ACOs, referring to those organizations operating on the not-for-profit corner of the arts and culture sector. In limiting the study to a narrower segment The author aims to provide a sharper analytical focus.
complementary. Nonetheless, there is a difference between these concepts (NIELSEN/EJLER 2008).

According to Schober et al. (2012), performance measurement is a continuous process in which targets and goals are defined and then operationalized in measurable indicators. It serves as a tool for exercising control and for ensuring accountability, focusing primarily on efficiency and effectivity rather than on measures of impact. Evaluations, on the other hand, tend to focus on the content of the activities of an organization or project and thus can produce findings that relate to impact. In order to do that, evaluations often go through complex processes that need a long-term horizon. Hence they are not useful for controlling daily operations.

There are three basic types of evaluations (GETZ 2005): (i) formative evaluations (ex-ante) are often used for program conception or pre-event assessment, (ii) process evaluations (on-going) assess the process and thus they are linked at the organizational level with performance measure and quality management systems, and (iii) outcome or summative evaluations (ex-post) measure of outcome and impact. Today the evaluation literature in the nonprofit sector acknowledges the difficulty in measuring the intangible, so the current discourse about impact measurement instead uses the term impact analyses often (SCHOBER et al. 2012).

1.3 The challenges of assessing artistic and cultural activities

As a specific type of nonprofit, ACOs are also involved in the performance measurement and evaluation debate – particularly in terms of defining performance (HADIDA 2015) as well as developing assessment approaches sensitive to their uniqueness and complexity (SOREN 2000). The challenges in the (nonprofit) arts and cultural sector can be partly explained by the perspective of art as a system put forward by theorists such as Arthur Danto (1964), Niklas Luhmann (1997), Howard Becker (1982), and George Dickie (1984). From this perspective, art is not only a social construction but also a social product. Defining performance in the arts and cultural sector is thus all the more difficult, as the product (output resp. outcome) often exhibits characteristics of merit, public or semi-public goods, and might involve intangible individual or collective experiences that are not captured through private transactions (HADIDA 2015).

Furthermore, the evaluation of art might be influenced by specific conventions strongly related to its context, and thus the context-relat-
ed uniqueness of artistic accomplishments should be taken into account (BECKER 1982). In addition, as ACOs are embedded in a network of various stakeholders with different interests (BROOKS et al. 2002), the performance measurement and evaluation of artistic and cultural activities involves a balancing act between aesthetic purposes and market orientation (LAMPEL et al. 2000). Not only are outputs aimed at different stakeholders simultaneously, but the results also may span over several years, as it is the case in heritage conservation activities (FINOCCHIARO/RIZZO 2009).

1.4 Problem Statement and Study Aim

The issues of performance measurement and evaluation in the (non-profit) art and cultural sector are recurrent topics in the arts management literature. Therefor numerous approaches have been proposed. Yet, research has barely analyzed the body of knowledge against the background of the different artistic contexts as well as the broader environments in which the performance measurement and evaluation of ACOs takes place. This is all the more surprising not only considering the unique contextuality of artistic and cultural activities but also taking into account the different systems (e.g., artistic, economic, political) and its complex networks of actors, institutions, values and interests in which ACOs are embedded. Funding bodies are key stakeholders in these networks. As such, they exert an influential role in the framing of the analysis that underpins the construction of evaluation practices (CLEMENTS 2007). Giving the different funding structures for the arts and culture across regions (e.g., US vs. Continental Europe resp. German speaking-area), the question of how funding bodies shape the evaluation process seems particularly relevant in cross-regional comparison. The latter also because the act of measuring itself, as a social construct, is never value-neutral but always embedded in a particular context (WIMMER 2004). Against this background this study aims to analyze the body of the performance measurement and evaluation literature across and against artistic disciplines, institutional settings, and regions. The overarching research question aims at learning from different studies in order to identify patterns, emerging trends, or any other interesting relationships.

See e.g. GILHESPY (1999, 2001); KRUG/WINBERG (2004); WEINSTEIN/BUKOSVINSKY (2009); GALLOWAY (2009); ZORLONI (2012); BADIA/DONATO (2013); BETZLER (2015).
2. Methodology

The intention of the study is not to aggregate data on performance measurement and evaluation projects in order to compare study results. The focus of the analysis is rather on the different approaches proposed in the academic literature, such as instruments, methods, frameworks or theoretical models, and on the identification of patterns of similarities and differences or any other noteworthy relationship that may come to light. In order to do this a meta-synthesis is conducted. Whereas literature reviews engage critically and/or discursively with earlier work to summarize the current state of knowledge in a particular field, meta-syntheses go through and beyond both narrative and systematic reviews to produce formal assimilations or integrations of the reviewed works that offer novel understandings or insights (SANDELOWSKI/BARROSO 2007).

A meta-synthesis, as both a process and a product, is a scientific inquiry that can be understood as a qualitative counterpart to the quantitative meta-analysis (SANDELOWSKI/BARROSO 2007). Because the findings are reconceptualized (DOYLE 2003), the validity of a meta-synthesis does not depend upon the replication but rather upon the critical interpretation. Furthermore, meta-studies can also offer a historical staging and/or explanatory context and assist researchers in exploring differences as well as similarities across settings, sample populations, disciplines and methodological approaches (HANNES/LOCKWOOD 2012).

There is an increasing variety of methodological approaches that is used to conduct a meta-synthesis, including meta-ethnography, qualitative meta-synthesis, realist review, thematic analysis, critical interpretive synthesis, and framework analysis/synthesis (LEE et al. 2015). Some methods are more suitable for producing recommendations relevant to practice and policy formulation while others are more suited to theory and model development. Meta-ethnography is perhaps the most well developed and established method for conducting a meta-synthesis and one that clearly has its origins in the interpretive paradigm (POPE/MAYS 2006). Meta-ethnography was introduced by Noblit and Hare (1998), who devised a seven-step iterative process for conducting research inquiry: getting started, deciding what is relevant to the initial

4 For a systematic comparison between meta-analysis, traditional literature review, and meta-ethnography, see DOYLE (2003:324).
interest, reading the studies, determining how the studies are related, translating the studies into one another, synthesizing translations, and expressing the synthesis.

The formulation of the question is framed by the aforementioned problem statement. However, in this type of explorative project, it is not a simple sequential procedure but rather an iterative one that is likely to be sharpened as deeper research questions emerge over the course of the study. Thus a meta-synthesis cannot be conducted as a linear process. It involves experimenting with the method, as phases may overlap, even run in parallel, and the work undertaken may not always advance towards the final synthesis (LEE et al. 2015).

In light of the above, this study was approached in a way that allowed the research design to gradually emerge as the inquiry evolved, while important methodological decisions, such as determining the point of saturation or selecting issues for further scrutiny, were taken as the study evolved (DENZIN/LINCOLN 2011: 671). In order to preserve methodological transparency, careful documentation was carried out (audit trail) and efforts were undertaken to make the underlying assumptions clear and the decision-making procedures transparent.

The research design is framed alongside Noblit’s and Hare’s seven-steps, as they remain the primary organizing device for conducting a meta-synthetic inquiry, but was adapted and operationalized in a way that serves the overarching research question. The study started with an inductive approach in order to identify relevant questions and then moved on to a more deductive approach aimed at generalizing the exploratory findings. In order to do that, it used a classic mixed-methods design, which combines probability and purpose sampling in order to increase validity and credibility (PATTON 2015: 65). By doing things in this way, the sample ‘aligns’ (PATTON 2015: 265) with the emergent research questions in a continuing negotiation process involving trade-offs between breadth and depth. Unlike (quantitative) meta-analyses, samples in meta-ethnographies are purposive rather than exhaustive, because the purpose is interpretive explanation and reconceptualization rather than prediction (DOYLE 2003).

---

5 For a review of how a range of different authors describe doing meta-ethnography, see LEE et al (2015: 338).
2.1 Search strategy

The study considers literature published in English in international journals as well as works written in German that investigate the topics of performance measurement and evaluation in the non-commercial corner of the arts and cultural sector. A systematic bibliographic search using the databases JSTOR and EBSCO was conducted. In addition, the Karlsruher Virtueller Katalog (KVK), the Network of Libraries and Information Centers in Switzerland (NEBIS) and the Austrian Network and Service of Libraries (OBVSG) were used to access the body of literature in German-speaking countries. In these areas, doctoral dissertations, and sometimes masters theses, are often published as monographs and these are regarded as a relevant form for disseminating knowledge. Given that a failure to conduct a sufficiently exhaustive search can jeopardize validity (SANDELOWSKI/BARROSO 2007), the search strategy encompassed not only peer-reviewed articles but also significant monographs and books in an effort to include fugitive or grey literature.

The choice of terminology for the literature search is self-explanatory. The core keywords ‘performance’, ‘performance measurement’, ‘performance evaluation’ and ‘evaluation’ were firstly used as umbrella terms under which the different approaches to these topics were fit. As aforementioned, performance measurement and evaluation are different concepts, event tough they are related and often complementary. This study deliberately encompasses both concepts. It did this, first, because the terms seem to often be used interchangeably, and the focus on ‘only’ one or the other concept would be a too narrow search strategy for an explorative study. Second, it did this because evaluative practices have been integrated into manifold conceptualizations of New Public Management (as well as entered the realm of the private sector) and evaluation are spreading into the key fields of managerial action with concepts such as Total Quality Management, Benchmarking, EFQM, Auditing, and Controlling (CHIARAVALLOTI/PIBER 2011). The latter underlines the premise that the concepts are (increasingly) related.

Furthermore, the search strategy combined the core keywords with the broad-based terms ‘art organizations’ and ‘cultural organizations’, which were then translated into German. The search strategy was rede-

---

6 The scope of German-speaking countries should be attributed to the fact that the author is a researcher active in this area; it should not suggest that comparisons across the body of literature in other regions might be less relevant.

7 This refers to potentially relevant literature that is not accessible via electronic databases (SANDELOWSKI/BARROSO 2007).
fined iteratively by incorporating key terms – such as ‘indicators’, ‘impact’ and ‘accountability’ –, which were identified from relevant papers. In addition, as the number of academic journals in arts management is growing (LINDQVIST 2012: 11) and the research area of performance measurement and evaluation in the arts and cultural sector is multidisciplinary, the research field may be broad and the body of literature may be disseminated over various journals and disciplines.

3. Results

3.1 Screening and exclusion criteria

The first screening was carried out according to the following working definition: Works (peer-reviewed articles, monographs, and book chapters), whose primary focus is the introduction or discussion of approaches to performance measurement and evaluation in the non-commercial edge of the arts and cultural sector.

The systematic bibliographic search yielded a total of 1,268 records (including duplicates), regardless of publication date (see Fig. 1). The initial screening focused solely on the titles and keywords and mostly aimed at excluding works for topical reasons (such as studies on evaluating organizational culture).

After the initial screening, the abstracts of 89 records were retrieved. In addition, given the broad range of terms in use, which sometimes are not adopted as keywords, the electronic literature search was supplemented by a more informal approach that included reference chaining and validation with experts in the field. Altogether, a further 13 abstracts were identified through informal search methods. In total, 102 records were retrieved, scanned by reading the abstracts, and examined for inclusion and exclusion criteria. The definition of exclusion criteria, in particular, was formulated in an iterative manner, as most of the decisions for inclusion/exclusion emerged during the screening process.

Following the aforementioned working definition, studies with a methodological focus – for example works that propose a new approach or discuss existing methods – were included in the sample. These had to be related to not-for-profit art and cultural activities either at an institutional, program or project level, for which some sort of public and/or private funding was obtained. Excluded from the sample were works relating to commercially oriented art and cultural activities (e.g., art-trade, commercial films, record labels, musicals). These activities are subjected
to an overarching profit goal and thus can be more straightforwardly defined and measured with traditional commercial performance indicators and assessed in economic terms. In addition, they are well researched across units of analysis and social science disciplines (HADIDA 2015).

The sample also excluded works focusing on art school education, science centers, arts or cultural activities aimed at social integration (e.g., child and family welfare), and cultural tourism, because the focus on performance measurement and evaluation activities tends to revolve around pedagogical, welfare or service concerns rather than around artistic merit and the experiences of art production and reception.

In addition, also excluded from the final sample were reports, handbooks, guidelines, textbooks (as in teaching books), and master theses, given that these works are not subjected to the same scientific requirements as peer-reviewed articles and dissertations.

From the 102 abstracts scanned, 57 works did not conform to the inclusion/exclusion criteria (see Fig. 1). In total 45 full texts were retrieved for in-depth analyses, which constituted the final sample (See Appendix).

Even though the study engages thoroughly with each piece of selected work, the synthesis is based on the assumption that the selected works are of acceptable quality, as this paper does not address the question of critically appraising research. Critical appraisal is the “process of systematically examining research evidence to assess its validity, results and relevance before using it to inform decision” (HILL/SPITTLEHOUSE 2001: 1).
3.2 Reading and Coding

While the identification of relevant studies is an important element of meta-synthesis, the process of actively reading the chosen works, identifying the main coding themes, and extracting data is arguably the more difficult, even significant, step (LEE et al. 2015: 337). Surely it is the most time consuming. Actively reading means that reading might need to be undertaken at different points in the process, for different purposes: to appraise, familiarize, identify, extract, record, organize, compare, relate, map, stimulate, and verify, for which several techniques including annotating, coding, listing, and tabulating were used (HANNES/MACAITIS 2012).

The selected studies were read in ‘waves’, in a way that reflects the grounded-theory approach. First, each work was coded noting the approach and the context in which it has been applied or proposed in order to record contextual information to be used in the interpretations of each study. The formulation of these first codes was derived by the content of the overarching research question. Second, the works were re-read and organized into (sub-)groups, identifying common and recurring concepts as well as categories and new coding themes. At the end of the second reading wave, the following coding themes were defined and used to analyze the selected studies:

#1 country/region/language
#2 artistic discipline
#3 institutional setting (e.g., financial structure, size, own production)
#4 conceptual approach
#5 research tradition
#6 units of analyses
#7 starting point/project owner/research motivation
#8 whom are the results meant to inform
#9 discussion about implementation
#10 research limitations

A mix methodology involving both deductive and inductive approaches was used for the formulation of coding themes. While codes #1, #2, #3, #4, #5 were defined a priori, the rest of the coding themes emerged as the reading process evolved.
3.3 Characteristics of the selected works

The reviewed literature stretches from 1986 to 2015. As expected, when defining the search strategy, the literature sample was spread throughout a vast number of journals and, in the case of the German-written literature, publishers. However, around 20% of the studies were published at the *International Journal of Arts Management*, not surprisingly in the track ‘Measurement of Cultural Organization Performance’. The majority of the works focus primarily on instrumental and methodological issues and revolve around new or adapted approaches to performance measurement and evaluation (coding theme #4), in almost 50% of the cases addressing ACOs in general (coding theme #2). In addition, specific approaches have mostly been developed for museums (n=11) or performing arts organizations (n=8). Further, only a few studies critically reflect on the body of literature and address a range of the (often neglected) theoretical, epistemological, aesthetic, political, and ethical challenges embedded in the evaluation process. An emerging trend can as of 2007 be seen (BELFIORE/BENNETT 2007; GALLOWAY 2009; CHIARAVALLOTI/PIBER 2011; CHIARAVALLOTI 2014; HADIDA 2015).

Many of the limitations discussed in the studies (coding theme #10) revolve around the operationalization of the artistic dimension (construct validity), regardless of the kind of approach taken. The challenges seem to concern, at the outcome level, how to capture the quality of artistry and artistic achievement and, at the impact level, how to conceptualize and measure the value creation of these activities. Whereas measuring at the level of process and output seems more straightforward, assessing the effects of artistic and cultural activities on society seems more challenging – that is, either the direct impact on the recipients (e.g., theater goers or museum visitors) or the indirect impact on the broader community (i.e., externalities).

Furthermore, the limitations also encompass issues of relevance and applicability. The body of literature on performance measurement and evaluation in the arts and culture tends to be normatively driven. That is, very few of the reviewed studies investigated how performance measurement and evaluation operates in arts management practice, for whom and by whom it is done, and how it is perceived by the different stakeholders (GILHESPY 1999; COHEN/PATE 2000; ZORLONI 2012; GSTRAUNTHALER/PIBER 2012). This observation is to a large extent coherent with the literature. The missing link between theory and practice was mentioned by Turbide and Hoskin already in 1999 and cor-
roborated by more recent works (DONATO 2008; TURBIDE/LAURIN 2009).

3.4 Interpreting and synthetizing

After coding and extracting data, the next step resides in its interpretation and synthesis. In the context of meta-ethnographies, the concept of synthesis should not be understood as an additive process, but rather as a reconceptualization across studies (DOYLE 2003). The following subsection presents the ‘reconceptualizations’ that emerged by looking into differences and similarities among the selected works along and across the coding themes. These understandings are consolidated through four thought-provoking titles in an attempt to highlight the findings for further discussion. Please note that not all coding themes are encompassed in the following condensed understanding as some of them, such as #1, #2 and #3 were primarily intended at providing contextual information about the sample.

Third time’s a charm? Across the academic literature investigating performance measurement and evaluation in the arts and culture sector, three phases or development waves can be identified (coding theme #4).

In the beginning, performance measurement in the arts sector was limited to financial indicators such as attendance levels, number of performances or exhibitions, and earned income. This is not surprising considering that research on performance evaluation is rooted in the field of management accounting (CHIARAVALLoti 2014). This first phase was thus characterized by quantitative indicators that supply no relevant information about artistic achievement.

In order to better convey the complexity of ACOs, a second wave of research has proposed numerous multidimensional frameworks that aim to merge quantitative indicators and quality concerns. For example, Gilhespy (1999, 2001) proposed a framework that includes a measurement of artistic excellence and innovation. Krug and Winberg (2004) proposed three dimensions for assessing effectiveness in ACOs: contribution to mission, contribution to money, and contribution to merit. More recent works have proposed the Balanced Scorecard as a tool to integrate artistic and intellectual drivers in the evaluation of ACOs, such as theaters (WEISTEIN/BUKOSVINSKY 2009) or art museums (ZORLO-NI 2012). In German speaking countries, a growing amount of academic literature focuses on the application of Quality Management Systems to...
ACOs (TSCHÄPE/BRÜGGERHOFF 2004; SCHEYTT/ZIMMERMANN 2006; CORDES et al. 2008; ZULAUF 2012).

By the time the second development wave towards a multidimensional framework began, it was widely agreed in the literature that a comprehensive approach to performance measurement and evaluation was needed in order to represent the multifaceted nature of the phenomena in the arts and cultural sector. However, in recent years, a challenge to the idea of multidimensional frameworks can be observed, indicating the emergence of an (overlapping) third phase. This last developing phase questions the very same underlying assumptions on which the multidimensional models are built. Namely, on the premise that the fulfillment of organizational goals and the aesthetic dimension of performance can be represented with a couple of key figures. On one side, as rich qualitative data cannot be easily transformed into one-dimensional figures, there is the question of whether the aesthetic dimension can be captured by metrics (GSTRAUNTHALER/PIBER 2012). Intangible individual and collective experiences may thereby vanish as the inner value of arts and culture, such as the value reflected in the feelings of the beholder of an artistic work and those involved in its creation, remains hidden behind the representation of ‘success’ or ‘effectiveness’ (HOLDEN 2004). On the other hand, there is the issue of aggregating several components and how to merge the different rationalities that underline different financial, artistic or political logics (GSTRAUNTHALER/PIBER 2012).

_A paradigm on the move?_ The dominance of a positivist research tradition in the discourse about performance measurement and evaluation in arts management can be observed (coding theme #5), which is coherent with the literature. Following Chiaravalloti and Piber (2011), the three categories considered by Wicks and Freeman (1998) – the way of looking at reality, the methods and techniques used, and the relevance given to ethics – were used to establish the main differences between the positivist and anti-positivist approaches.

Positivist approaches assume the context-neutrality of methods and techniques – the “toolkit approach” (BELFIORE/BENNETT 2010: 121) – thus presuming that similar practices can be applied to different contexts. The decontextualized approaches inherent to the longstanding positivist paradigm tend also to minimize the role of human agency – both in artistic production and consumption – and neglect the centrality of ethics in evaluation processes (CHIARAVALLOTI/PIBER 2011).
At the same time, it is evident that a small number of works have been engaged in a quest for alternative approaches, probably as a counteraction to the dominance by positivism. The quest is for paradigms with a stronger emphasis on the intrinsic aspects of the individual experience, which are able to capture the contextual complexity of artistic and cultural activities. The case of the arts impact assessment, as a subgroup of the chosen works, illustrates some of these alternative approaches well.

On the one side, there are theory-based evaluations (GALLOWAY 2009), which draw on the observation that research on arts evaluation has focused on technical rather than on epistemological issues. It is argued that the generative understanding of causation underpinning theory-based evaluations is ontologically (better) suited to exploring the potential impact of the arts, as it can grasp unarticulated assumptions and values. On the other side, Belfiore and Bennet (2010) have proposed a humanities-based approach, building their argument on the observation that discourses around the transformative power of arts are based upon unquestioned assumptions, mostly aimed at legitimizing public spending. Their approach is located within a broad bundle of disciplines that explore the human condition and the products of human existence. As such, it can address questions of values and beliefs and capture the real effects – positive as well as negative – of artistic and cultural activities.

_Pride and Prejudice._ Coding-theme #9 captures the discussions relating to issues of implementation and elaborates on how stakeholders in ACOs reacted to the introduction of performance measurement or evaluation processes. This coding theme yields remarkable observations across region/language areas (coding-theme #1).

The English-written literature tends to reflect on the experiences during and after the implementation by emphasizing the benefits, the organizational learnings as well as the chances for future endeavors. This observation is conceptualized as ‘pride’. In the literature on German-speaking countries, these experiences are only occasionally discussed. Instead, another recurrent theme is observed – namely, an (assumed) a priori negative attitude of the involved parties towards the issues of performance measurement and evaluation. This is illustrated with negatively connoted words like ‘Skepsis’, ‘Abwehr’ and ‘repressive Kontrolle’, which refer to skepticism, reluctance, defense, resistance, and even repressive control. The way in which studies in the German-speaking area describe, anticipate or expect reactions towards evaluative practices in ACOs is conceptualized as ‘prejudice’.
The ‘prejudicial’ observation is complex because it involves numerous voices: the ACOs, the researchers and authors of the reviewed works as well as the meta-ethnographer who is the author of this study (DOYLE 2003). Nonetheless, it raises many further relevant inquiries. First, it is unclear whether this perceived prejudicial attitude is based on anecdotal evidence and whether it indeed reflects the current discourse in arts management praxis or rather relies on outdated perceptions of it. Second, assuming this prejudicial attitude reflects the current arts management praxis, another line of inquiry relates to issues of funding, legitimacy, and control, and whether this difference in attitude reflects the different funding structures and, consequently, behavior and expectations across regions.

*Good Cop, Bad Cop.* Following coding theme #4, #7 and #8, it can be observed that while most of the studies are focused on the introduction of new (or adapted) evaluation techniques or performance measurement systems, only a few studies critically reflect on the existing literature and/or address the range of theoretical, epistemological, aesthetic, political, and ethical challenges embedded in evaluative practices. Coding-theme #7 intends to capture how, why, and by whom research endeavors were initiated and/or owned. Out of all the works analyzed, seldom did ACOs themselves proactively take the initiative to develop a performance measurement system or an evaluation model. Most of the projects seem to have been initiated from the researchers themselves, sometimes with funding from public or private bodies. However, it was not clear in all cases whether research was ‘just’ funded or whether in fact it was commissioned. A further remarkable observation is that it remains unclear how tangible results and evidence-based practice inform the formulation of cultural policy. Nevertheless, assuming some of the studies were indeed commissioned, it is still surprising that the literature focused mostly on instrumental and methodological issues, by introducing new approaches for performance measurement and evaluation, while other critical issues inherent to these practices were little investigated.

The discussion about approaches to performance measurement and evaluation becomes unavoidably entangled in considerations about funding and politics. This raises the question of the interplay between arts management research and cultural policy. In view of this, it seems that the arts management research agenda has attached itself to the cultural policy agenda, by following the so called performance measurement imperative (GSTRAUNTHALER/PIBER 2012) and fulfilling
the expectations of measurement (PATON 2003) that characterizes the realm of public policy. In other words, it could be suggested that arts management research has followed advocacy considerations by producing new and optimized approaches to performance measurement and evaluation that facilitate the legitimization of public spending for the arts and cultural sector. This suggestion yields the question: Why has arts management literature adopted a ‘good cop’ attitude rather than follow a more critical – bad cop-like – research agenda? This question takes the discussion to a higher level, as it enquires into the role of arts management research and its interplay with cultural policy.

4. Discussion

The following section will first discuss the aforementioned four findings and then offer an encompassing conclusion, reflecting on them from a theoretical perspective.

‘Third time’s a charm?’ manifests the emergence of an (overlapping) third development phase in performance measurement and evaluation of the arts and culture. The questions raised are linked to a growing criticism of the decontextualized approaches found within the dominant positivist paradigm, which was captured by ‘A paradigm on the move?’.

As the existing underlying assumptions are contested, it is natural that a string of new alternative approaches emerge, so this second title should also illustrate the quest for alternative paradigms that can better capture the context-related uniqueness of artistic and cultural activities and the broader environment in which they are embedded. In this light, the third phase is not only characterized by challenging the underlying foundations of multidimensional frameworks and contesting the dominant positivist paradigm, but also by a shift towards alternative paradigms.

As a side note, it is worth noting that in the context of the 9th Annual Conference of the Fachverband Kulturmanagement in January 2016, on the subject of evaluation in the arts and culture, alternative paradigms and new approaches were presented. This was the case, for

9 The Fachverband Kulturmanagement/Association of Cultural Management is a professional association of academic lecturers and researchers in the field of cultural management in German-speaking countries. Its mission is the representation and advancement of cultural management in teaching and research. For details, visit <http://www.fachverband-kulturmanagement.org>.
example, with the exploration of art-based methods (MAGKOU 2016) or a value and framework oriented on Schulz von Thun’s four-sides model (SVENSSON 2016). These approaches are not included in this meta-synthesis because at the time of researching/writing they had not been published. However, they are brought here into the discussion since they support the observation concerning the emergence of the aforementioned third phase in the debate surrounding the performance measurement and evaluation of ACOs.

*Pride and Prejudice* illustrates the observation that whereas the international literature tends to emphasize the benefits and learnings involved during and after the implementation of evaluative practices, a rather prejudicial attitude in the discourse of German-speaking countries can be observed. This points to a perception mismatch between theory and practice. In other words, and referring to the aforementioned three developing phases, it can be suggested that the way ACOs perceive (or are perceived to perceive) the current academic debate on performance management and evaluation is somehow between the first and second phase.

The last title *Good Cop, Bad Cop* takes the performance measurement and evaluation debate to a higher level by questioning arts management research and its interplay with cultural policy. Although addressing these issues is well beyond the scope of this study, some interesting questions emerge, which are formulated below in a rather provocative manner in order to bring them up for discussion. Could the ‘research agenda attaching’ be understood as a symptom that manifests the ‘need’ for arts management research to actually legitimize itself (by supporting cultural policy)? Or, on the contrary, does the rather ‘uncritical research agenda’ in arts management actually suggest that legitimation is (still) needed?

### 4.1 Conclusion

To conclude this meta-synthesis, the findings will be connected to existing knowledge in a way that serves as an intellectual transition from a description or analysis of phenomena to a generalization (SWANSON 2013) by analyzing the above-mentioned four titles through the lens of system theoretical discourse. When a theoretical framework is appropriate to the findings, its application can result in great explanatory power, as it allows (novel) understandings to be used in more informed
and effective ways (TRÖNDLE 2010: 35). System theoretical discourse has been chosen to reflect on the findings of this study because system theory provides the field of arts management with a theoretical foundation with which issues such as cultural policy, arts and cultural organizations, and the role of art in society can be analyzed. Additionally, a system theoretical perspective allows for a theoretical linkage between arts management and related research disciplines such as management and aesthetics (TRÖNDLE 2010).

According to Luhmann’s social systems theory, modern society is composed of functional systems including the political, economic, scientific, religious, and art systems (LUHMANN 1984). Each system has its own self-valorizing logic, expressed through system-specific binary codes and programs, and is operationally closed and autonomous. The core element of operation is communication. For example, the economy is a self-perpetuating system of payments; the science system produces scientific communication in terms of true/false; and the political system generates collectively binding decisions. Just like any other functional system, the art system participates in society with operative closure, in this case by differentiating itself as a system (LUHMANN 2000: 134) that provides society with a distinct observation code based on aesthetic perceptions (TRÖNDLE 2010: 26).

According to Luhmann, a system will principally only understand and use its own code, and will not consider the code of another system. For example, science’s version of what is true does not guarantee that this truth will be recognized by religion or politics. External demands to any given functional system that are expressed in other systems’ codes will either be treated as irrelevant and thus ignored or be handled as an irritation to overcome. Each system models constraints differently, reflecting the relevance of each constraint to the system’s own reproduction and conservation; this is known as system autopoiesis. Autopoiesis can be understood as self-preservation through self-reproduction of system-specific communication (TRÖNDLE 2010: 29).

In view of the above, the ‘prejudicial’ reaction of ACOs in German-speaking countries to evaluative practices (Pride and Prejudice) might be considered a ‘logical’ reaction of the system. The reaction is intended to protect the system’s operational autonomy to other systems by preserving its own mode of legitimation. The perception of evaluative practices as an irritating external demand to the system might be accentuated by the observation that performance measurement and evaluation tend to be dominated by decontextualized approaches inherent to the positivist
research tradition. As such, they are less able to capture the context-related uniqueness of artistic and cultural activities and the broader environment in which they are embedded.

Nonetheless, any given system is constrained by its external environment and its material dependence on the performance of other systems (relativization of autopoiesis). Luhmann’s (1997) concept of structural coupling opens up the possibility of interdependence between systems as they communicate and (co-)evolve through interaction. These concepts may explain why, in the international literature – as opposed to the reactions found in German-language literature – responses to performance measurement and evaluation practices expressed in other systems’ operating codes are not perceived as a threat to the system’s operational autonomy, but rather as a necessary interaction with other systems. This is because ACOs in regions other than German-speaking areas, and in particular in Anglo-Saxon countries, are not primarily funded by public subsidies but mostly rely on private donations. This suggests an interdependence with others systems, particularly the economic system. This might explain why ACOs in Anglo-Saxon countries do not exhibit a ‘prejudicial’ reaction to evaluation practices, but rather ‘proudly’ interact with these external demands. As a final point, it could be mentioned that, depending on the degree of constraint or interdependence upon other systems, systems will ignore, react, or interact with external demands. Following this premise, both ‘pride’ and ‘prejudice’ are logical strategies for the system’s self-perpetuation.

The aforementioned third development phase (Third time’s a charm?) as well as the search for alternative paradigms to the positivist research tradition (A paradigm on the move?) can be understood as a quest towards performance measurement and evaluation approaches derived from the system’s own specific operations and thus expressed by means of the art system’s own codes. Such alternative approaches underlie the art system’s self-valorizing logic and therefore may be perceived not as a threat but rather as a part of the self-perpetuating program. However, according to the above reflection on Pride and Prejudice, this quest for alternative paradigms seems to be more relevant in relation to contexts and environments in which the art system (and its subsystems) is less dependent upon and shows less structural coupling with other systems.

Lastly, the concept of relativization of autopoiesis may also be helpful in shedding some light on the interplay between arts management research and cultural policy (Good Cop, Bad Cop). Systems may not only
be interdependent and related through structural coupling, they may even be more deeply related through what is conceptualized as interpenetration. This occurs when a system presupposes the complex achievements of another system and can treat them as parts of its own operations. This is not to suggest that arts management research handles cultural policy operations as parts of its own system; indeed, this seems like too bold a proposition to make. However, it can indeed be suggested that both (sub-)systems are clearly related through structural coupling in terms of issues of agenda setting, legitimation, and funding, at least in the discourse around performance measurement and evaluation.

4.2 Contribution to theory and practice

The present study produces new insights and understandings that can shed light on future investigations and policy formulation in the issues of performance measurement and evaluation of arts and cultural activities as well as provide guidance to practitioners. The latter may be more interested in the study’s practical implications for their own activities. Although the level of discussion of the study is quite theoretical, some managerial implications can nevertheless be drawn.

Following the premise that, depending on the constraints imposed by their external environments and the material dependence on other systems, any given system will ignore, react, or interact with external demands, it seems crucial for practitioners to choose the ‘right’ approach to performance measurement and evaluation. While context related, the ‘right’ approach should always aim at ‘interaction’. This can be achieved either because performance measurement and evaluation is approached in terms of the system’s own valorizing logic or because the (sub-)system being assessed, for example a particular ACO, is able to operate in terms of another system’s code. If the chosen approach cannot achieve interaction, the ACO (and its subsystems) will either react to or ignore external demands. That is, performance measurement and evaluation requests will be undermined, sabotaged, or conducted as a pro forma exercise that satisfies external constituencies but adds little (or even negative) value to the internal practices of the ACO, particularly in the artistic realm. In this light, it may be sensible for public and private funding agencies to consider relying more on professional judgments based on experience and expertise than on performance measurement and evaluation practices that are less likely to achieve ‘interaction’.

The study raises questions for researchers that call for future investigation as well as contributes to the understanding of the potential of me-
ta-syntheses within arts management research. In relation to the former, there is much research potential for studies that consider the artistic context and the broader cultural and social environment in which they operate. In particular, this potential lies in the exploration of alternative paradigms that develop evaluation practices from the system’s own specific operations; that is, performance measurement and evaluation models approached from a system’s self-valorizing logic and expressed in terms of the art system’s codes. Such alternative models may be perceived not as an irritating external demand but rather as an element of the self-perpetuating program. There is also potential for empirical and interdisciplinary research in this area. For example, involving emergent art-based research approaches – or even artists – could be very fruitful for the advancement of these issues. Furthermore, considering the normative nature of the existing literature, approaches that consider the role of human agency in the production and consumption of art may help minimize the existing theory-praxis gap.

At the methodological level, the study contributes to the existing body of knowledge as it represents the first attempt to analyze the literature on performance measurement and evaluation in the arts and cultural nonprofit sector by conducting a meta-synthesis. The contribution resides in, among other things, the fact that this methodology offers the possibility of synthetizing and relating existing knowledge across time, research and artistic disciplines, methodological approaches, and space. And this is presented in a way that is not primarily additive or ‘typologistic’ (as, for example, a traditional literature review could achieve), but reinterpretative. The validity of a meta-synthesis does not depend upon replication logic but rather upon critical interpretation (DOYLE 2003).

Meta-syntheses can offer a historical staging, such as the analysis of the development phases identified in the performance measurement and evaluation literature (*Third time’s a charm?*). They extend the borders of each reviewed study (DOYLE 2003), thus allowing an unravelling and bringing to the fore of new (aspects of) relationships, such as the interplay between arts management research and cultural policy (*Good Cop, Bad Cop*), and how this shapes the discourse surrounding the performance measurement and evaluation of arts and cultural activities. Meta-syntheses can also offer an explanatory context. For example, the final analysis of the findings through the lens of system theoretical discourse illuminate on the ‘pride’ and ‘prejudice’ strategies of ACOs during and after the implementation of evaluative practices (*Pride and Prejudice*).
Finally, meta-syntheses are currently proliferating in the international academic literature, particularly in research fields characterized by a strong focus on qualitative research, evidence-based practice, and evidence-based policy making (HASSELER 2007). For researchers wishing to synthesize studies in a systematic and rigorous way, this paper has suggested that this methodology is a promising one. Such syntheses can help to go beyond individual cases and add value to the body of knowledge in arts management research and the advancement of this discipline by not only “acknowledging the importance of the uniqueness of individual cases, but also the uniqueness of collectives” (DOYLE 2003: 340).

4.3 Limitations

In regard to the application of the chosen methodology for this study, some limitations arose initially within the context of the bibliographic search. This was induced by the attempt to analyze the literature across language regions, and in particular with respect to the translation of terms sheds light, as the same (translated) word may have different connotations in different languages. Secondly, previous meta-ethnographies, particularly within the Cochrane policy (HANNES/LOCKWOOD 2012), have recommended the use of at least two researchers to identify and assess literature, extract and cross-check material, and agree on coding schemes. The present study was conducted by one researcher; hence there was little opportunity to solve inconsistencies through peer discussion. Lastly, even though a great deal of importance was given to ensuring quality sampling – for example, by excluding textbooks and master theses from the analysis – the sample nevertheless encompasses peer-reviewed articles and (academic) books, such as dissertations.

Overall, the paper sets out to address a broad problem statement, the whole breadth of which the study could not possibly cover. The study has an exploratory character and was conducted as a meta-synthesis framed alongside Noblit and Hare’s (1988) seven-steps for meta-ethnographic inquiry (see the ‘Methodology’ section). As a starting point, this iterative approach takes a broad overarching research question framed by the problem statement. However, in this type of interactional interpretive process, as Denzin (1989) describes it, the formulation of the research question is not a simple sequential procedure but rather an iterative one that is likely to be sharpened over the course of the study. The advantage of this approach is that such research design allows for deeper questions to emerge as the inquiry evolves, leading to novel understandings of the reviewed literature. On the other hand, as an (almost inevitable) draw-
back, findings made in this way may not thoroughly address the initial problem statement.

Nonetheless, the original application of this methodology to arts management research, as well as the study’s findings and their framing within the system theoretical discourse, can be considered as contributing novel insights and understandings at a theoretical, methodological, and practical level to the discourse of performance measurement and the evaluation of artistic and cultural activities at the noncommercial edge of the arts and cultural sector.
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